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Working with Patient Groups
Learn more about how Novartis is supporting patients.
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Speak Your Migraine
Speak Your Migraine has been created to give everyone with migraine a voice, helping you
share your stories and paint a real picture of the impact of migraine in your life.
This website provides the tools and resources for better ways to talk about migraine with
friends, family and colleagues. Because with real understanding, you can start to receive the
care and support you need.
Learn More [4]
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AMD
This website is designed to provide you with information about Age-related Macular
Degeneration (commonly referred to as AMD). It describes what AMD is, as well as how it
affects your vision and how to identify the signs and symptoms of the condition. It will also tell
you what you should do if you have any concerns, or if you want more detailed information
about AMD.
Learn More [5]
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Skin To Live In

The Skin to live in platform is here to support you through your journey with psoriasis, offering
support and advice on the things that matter most to you, from relationships to simply getting
a good night's sleep
Not Your
Average
MS Website
Learn
More
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Living Like You: Not Your Average MS Website
Living Like You is here to empower and support those living with and impacted by multiple
sclerosis. And it’s driven by the community. Our team of bloggers are real people with MS,
facing similar triumphs and challenges and finding unique ways to live fulfilling lives that can
inspire a movement. The mantra? These people may have MS, but MS doesn’t have them.
Learn More [7]
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Don’t Forget
dontforget.ie is a reminder service operated by Irishhealth.com on behalf of Novartis. Signing
up to this service enables you to receive a free text message at the time you choose to help
remind you to take your medication.
Irish Skin Foundation
Learn More [8]
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Irish Skin Foundation
The Irish Skin Foundation was founded in 2011 with the purpose of assisting patients with all
forms of skin disease in Ireland.
Learn More [9]

COPD Support Ireland
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COPD Support Ireland
COPD Support Ireland is a charity set up to support all those living with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD).
Learn More [10]
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